Scenarios
This sections contains scenarios describing how Magnolia 5 is intended to be used to achieve certain tasks. Each scenario is divided into three parts:
Story: describes what the user wants to achieve. It is written in every-day language and from the perspective of a user.
Description of desired behavior: defines in much detail, what the interface has to offer and how it should work to ensure that the behavior captured
in the user story is met.
Mockups: conceptual, visual solutions for the behavior description.
Although visual, our mockups are still conceptual only in the sense that they clearly show the chosen solution and define all needed interface elements,
they also position these elements in a chosen layout, but actual web design is still missing - icons and colors are not defined and even the layout could be
altered still. But a mockup has to be consistent and demonstrate the inner workings of the chosen solution or show different possible solutions to the
problem at hand.
Our development team takes all of these three elements and tries to match these with the technical possibilities offered by the chosen web development
framework - in case of Magnolia 5, this is Vaadin. During this process, we might discover that the desired behavior is too hard to achieve or that the web
development framework offers an alternate solution that might work just as well as the one we set out to implement. We then decide on the spot, how we
want to proceed, often without updating these wiki pages describing the original idea. After all, the pages here are a start and are not intended to document
the finally implemented solution.
Basic usage
Focusing, selecting and opening items
Navigating trees
Navigating grids
Navigating lists
Using the Clipboard
Using Undo and Redo
Using AdminCentral
Navigating in AdminCentral
Working with items in AdminCentral
AdminCentral minimized interface
Browse the site structure
Use the page list
Search for pages
Adding content
Add a new page
Select a page template
Add a new paragraph
Select a paragraph template
Editing content
Edit a page
Working with page content and the page itself
Edit a page using its preview
Preview a page
Edit a page using the structure view
Experiments in in-line editing for Page Structure Editing
Edit and preview a page on large and small screens
Working with digital assets
Managing digital assets in AdminCentral
Using asset sets to organize assets
Viewing digital assets as list
Viewing digital assets as thumbnails
Viewing digital assets in a folder structure
Working with assets and renditions
Controlling our brand
Using digital assets in a paragraph
Setup and configure Magnolia
Configure main settings

